WE’VE SUPPLIED PRODUCTS TO
EVERY MLB TEAM,
OVER 150 MINOR LEAGUE TEAMS,
OVER 700 COLLEGES, PLUS THOUSANDS
OF TOWNS & SCHOOLS WORLDWIDE!
Available in bulk or 50 lb. Bags!

BEAM CLAY® – Baseball Diamond Mix is baseball’s premium infield mix. Provides firm traction, good drainage, reddish/orange color, works up readily, no separation of ingredients, long lasting, safe to slide on - a safe, attractive, consistent, and playable infield.

BEAM CLAY® – Baseball Diamond Mix may cost more per ton, but a BEAM CLAY® Baseball Diamond will cost less in the long run because:

- BEAM CLAY® weighs less - more infield mix per ton.
- BEAM CLAY® doesn’t separate and blow away - last longer.
- BEAM CLAY® is firm yet soft - a safer surface.

So don’t just compare price per ton! get a safer and better playing infield for your team to play on, one more easily maintained, more aesthetically attractive for both players and fans to enjoy – a BEAM CLAY® – Baseball Diamond.

3/16" RED WARNING TRACK
Firm, with excellent drainage, yet “crunchy” to warn players of the fence or wall. The finishing touch to great ballfields!

REGIONAL INFIELD MIXES
Regional infield mixes and red warning tracks blended for every state & climate from bulk plants nationwide!

BEAM CLAY® – PITCHER’S MOUND CLAY
The Mound Clay Most Widely Used by Professional Baseball!
Comes pulverized for easy handling — just wet and compact — for truly firm mounds. All natural clay available in red, orange, brown, tan, or grey.

BEAM CLAY® – HOME PLATE CLAY
A Specially formulated Clay for Batter’s & Catcher’s Boxes!
Not as firm as the pitcher’s mound, yet firmer than base paths. Takes 11 bags per compacted inch deep over set of 3 boxes, or blend pitcher’s mound clay into present batter’s boxes to achieve desired degree of firmness.

Plus Over 200 Other Baseball and Sports Turf Products Including:

PRO’S CHOICE®
The More Uniform, Less Dusty Infield Conditioner & Drying Agent For Consistent Infield Cushion in Wet or Dry Weather!

DIAMOND PRO®
Improves Drainage & Enhances Color!

STABILIZER® & HILLTOPPER®
For Firm,Yet Resilient, Playing Surfaces!

WINDSCREEN • WALL Padding • RAIL Padding • TAMPERs • DRAG MATs • RAKEs • HOLLYWOOD® Bases • ROGERS® BREAK AWAY Bases • FIELD MARKING EQUIPMENT • BATTING PRACTICE COVERS • DIAMOND DRY® • RAIN COVERS • PERMANENT MOUND PADS • MOUND TOP-DRESSINGS • MOUND BRICKs • PERMANENT BATTER’S BOX PADS • TYPAR® GEOTEXTILES & TURF BLANKETS • ON-DECK CIRCLES WITH TEAM LOGOS • PERMANENT FOUL LINES & MUCH MORE!

www.BEAMCLAY.com
800-247-BEAM (2326)
908-637-4184 • FAX: 908-637-4421
Email: sales@beamclay.com

PARTAC PEST CORPORATION
ONE KOSEL PARK
GREAT MEADOWS, NJ 07828